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In this paper, we derive the almost sure limit sets of the random vector consisting of properly 
normalised independent copies of sample maximum of an i.i.d. sequence. The sets are derived 
under two different conditions on the common distribution function. 
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1. Introduction 
Let {X,,, n 2 1) be a sequence of independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) 
random variables (r.v.‘s) with a common distribution function (d.f.) F. Define 
Y, = max(X,, X2, . . . , X,,). L. de Haan and A. Hordijk [l] have studied the behaviour 
of the sequence {Y,,} under the following assumptions: 
(a) F(x) has a positive derivative f(x) for all real x and lim,,, g(x)/x= c 
(OG c<cc). 
(b) F(x) has a positive derivativef(x) for all real x and F(x) is twice differentiable 
with lim,,, g’(x) = 0 where 
g(x) = (1 -F(x)) log hdl/(l -F(x))} 
f(x) 
Let {b,} and {c,} be two sequences of real numbers defined by 1 - F(b,) = l/n and 
c, = g(b,). The above authors have proved that, under (a), 
lim sup Y,,/ b, = ec a.s., lim inf Y,/b, = 1 a.s., (1.1) n-to2 n+‘x 
1 _ F(bnx) = (log n)rn’x) for all x > 0, where, for all x > 0, 
n 
lim m(x) = -(log x)/c, 
“-CC (1.2) 
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and, under (b), 
lim sup YZ = 1 a.s., lim inf Yz = 0 a.s., (1.3) n+@z n-m 
1- F(b, + c,(x) = 
(log n) ‘XX) 
for all real x, where 
n 
YX=(Y,,-6,)/c,, and lim r:(x) = -x for all real x. (1.4) “*CC 
Wichura [8] has proved the above results in the functional form. In this paper, 
we find the almost sure limit sets of the random vector consisting of two independent 
copies of property normalised Y, under the assumptions (a) and (b). This problem 
has been considered by Vishnu Hebbar for a Gaussian sequence under certain 
assumptions on the covariance function. He has also considered some related 
problems for Gaussian sequences (see [7, 5, 61). For a good review of multivariate 
extreme values see [3]. 
In this paper we assume that 0 < c < co. The letter d with a suffix denotes a generic 
constant. Some preliminary lemmas are given in the next section and the main 
problem is considered in the last section. 
2. Preliminary lemmas 
Lemma 2.1. Let {A,} be a sequence of events in a probability space. If 
6) F P(A,) = co, and 
iI=, 
(ii) lim+gf 2 C (P(A, n Ak) - P(A,)P(A,)) 
Is,cksn 
/(i, P(a,))i GO 
then P(A, i.o.) = 1. 
Proof. See Ortega J. and Wschebor M. [4, Lemma 1, page 861. 
Lemma 2.2. Let { nk} be a monotonically increasing subsequence of {n}. Then under 
(a), for allx > 1 andpsotiive integers s and t such that limr,,_m n,/ n, = CY (<a) we have, 
1 - F”y( b,,x) - (n,/n,)(log n,) ‘mCCX) as s, t + ~0. 
Proof. Let x, = 1 - F(b,,x). Then for all x> 1, by (1.2) and the fact that 
lim .~,,_m n,/ n, = (Y (<co), we get that nsx, + 0 as s, t -+ 00. Hence, 
F”~(b,,x)=(1-x,)“~=1-n,x,(l+o(~)). 
This along with (1.2) implies the lemma. 
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The proof of the following lemma, being similar to that of Lemma 2.2, is omitted. 
Lemma 2.3. Let {nk} be a monotonically increasing subsequence of {n}. Then under 
(b), forallx > 0 andpositive integers s and t such that lims,r_m n,/ n, = /3 (<a) we have, 
1 - F”s( b,, + c,,x) - (n,/ n,)(log nl)‘z,(X) as s, t -, co. 
Lemma 2.4. Let {U,, n 2 1) be a sequence of r.v.‘s such that U,, G U,,,, for all n 2 1. 
Let lim supn_ 2, =(Y~ a.s. and liminf,,,Z, =(Y, ((Y,<(Y~) a.s. where Z,,= 
(U,, -aX)/bz and a: and b:(>O) are sequences of real numbers. Let C,(p)= 
aX+pbz where p is real. If for ai<p,<~~<(~~ we have C,(p2)> C,,+,(~,) for 
all n z m, then every point in the interval [(Ye, a21 is a limit point of Z,,. 
Proof. See Corollary, Deo [2]. 
3. Almost sure limit points 
Theorem 3.1. Let Y,,n and Y2,n be two independent copies of Y,,. Then under (a), the 
set of all almost sure limit points of ( Y,,,/ b,, Y2,n/ b,) is 
S={(x,,x2): lSxiGec, i=1,2,x,x2Sec}. 
Proof. Let E > 0 be given. For all x, 2 1 and x2 2 1 with 1 < x,x2 < ec, define a positive 
valued function h(x,, x2) = h by: max(1, c/log x,(x,+ F), c/log x2(x,+ E)) < 
h(x,, x2) < c/log x,x2. Let nk = [exp kh] where [u] is the greatest integer less than 
or equal to u. The theorem will be proved through the following lemmas. 
Lemma 3.1. For E > 0 and all x1 and x2 such that x, 2 1, x2 2 1, 1 i x1x2 < ec, we have 
(i) P( Y1,,,/ b,, > xl + E, Y2,J b RX > x2 i.o.) = 0, and 
(ii) P( YI,n,/b,, > x1, Y2,,,/ b,,* > x2+ E i.o.) = 0. 
Proof. From Lemma 2.2 and the independence of the events, we have, for all x1 2 1 
and x2 > 1 with x,x2 < ec, 
P( Y1,,,/ b,, > x1 + E, Y2,,,/ b,, > x2) - (log nk)rn~(xlte)tr~~(x2) as k + co. 
By (1.2), the right-hand side is less than 
d,kh’ E~-(‘“gX~(X~+E))/C) for e, > 0 and all k > kO. 
By choosing E, such that 0 < F~ < (log x2(x, + E))/c - l/h, we observe that 
C (log nk)r.k(Xl+E)+rmk(X2) < a. 
An appeal to the Borel-Cantelli lemma completes the proof of (i) for the case x1 2 1, 
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x2 > 1 with xlxz < ec. Now let x2 = 1 and 1 < x1 < ec. By Lemma 2.2 and (1.2), we have 
P( YI,Jb,, > x, + a) < d~kh~~~~‘og~x~ff~~‘c~ for a2>0 and all k 2 k,. 
Since x2 = 1, it is possible to choose a2 > 0 such that C P( YI,,,/b,, > x1 + .a) < 00 for 
all x2 = 1 and 1 < x1 < ec. By the Borel-Cantelli lemma, the proof of (i) is complete 
for the case x2 = 1 and 1 <x1 <e’ because, of the fact 
E( Y,,,,/b,,>x,+ E, Yz,nJb,, >xJ s P(Y,,,,/b,,>x,+a). 
Thus (i) is completely proved. The proof of (ii) is similar. 
Lemma 3.2. For all x , a 1, x2 3 1 with 1 < x1x2 < ec we have 
P( y,,,,/b,, > x1, Y2,Jb,, > x2 i.o.) = 1. 
Proof. Define, 
Ek = {Y,,n,/b,, >x,, Y2,nJbn,>xzI. 
First take the case x1 > 1, x2 > 1 with x,x2 < ec. By Lemma 2.2 we have, 
P( Ek) - (log nk)r~~L(xl)trn~(X2) as k + co. 
By (1.2) the right-hand side is more than 
d~k~h(ES+(logXIXZ)/C) for Ed > 0 and all k 2 k2. 
Choose .e3 such that 0 < Ed G l/h -(log x1x2)/c. Hence C P(Ek) = 00 for all x, > 1, 
x2 > 1 with x,x2 < ec. Now let x2 = 1 and 1 < x1 < ec. By noting that 1 - F” (b,) + 1 -e-l 
as n+~, we obtain, 
P(E,)-(1-e-‘)(lOgn,)‘~~:‘“l’ aS k-+oo. 
Hence, by (1.2), 
P( Ek) > d4k-h(E4+(‘ogXI)‘C) for E,> 0 and all k 2 k,. 
Since x2 = 1, it is possible to choose Ed> 0 such that 1 P( Ek) = m for all x2 = 1 and 
1 < x1 < ec. The case x, = 1 and 1 <x2 < e’ can be handled on similar lines and in 
this case also we get C P( Ek) = CO. Thus we have shown that 
1 P(E,)=oofor allx,>l,x,sl withl<x,x,<e’. (3.1) 
Let s and t be two positive integers with s < t. Take s and t sufficiently large so 
that b,q > 0 and b,, > 0. Hence we have 
P(E.7 n E,) = P( Yl,n, > b,sx,, Y2,n, > bn,x2, YI,,, > bn,x,, Y2.q > &,x2) 
Define the events A and B as follows: 
A = { Y,.,,, > &xl, Y,,,, > &,x1) and B = { Y2,,,, > &,x2, Y2,,, > &x21. 
Then A and B are independent and P(E, n E,) = P(A) . P(B). Let Y:,,,_,, = 
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max(Xns+,, X +2, . . . , X,,). Note that Y:,,,_,, and YI,“, are independent. Hence, by 
noting that b,,x, > b,Sxl we get 
P(A) = P( Yl,,, > b,>x,, max( yl,“,, yL-,,) > b,<x,) 
= P( y,,n, > b,,x,)+ P( I’:,,,-,,, > b,,x,) . P(&x, < Y,,n, s bn,xJ 
= (I- F”~(b,~x,))(l- F”$b,,x,)) 
+ F”s( b_x,)( F”-“v( b,,x,) - F”r( b,<x,)) 
G (I- F”T(b,x,)(l -P(b,,x,)) 
Note that n, 2 n,,,. Since h > 1, it follows that n,/ n,,, + 0 as s + co. Hence n,/ n, + 0 
as s, t-+co. By applying Lemma 2.2 we get 
P(A) < (1- F”T(b,,x,)(l- F”I(b,,x,))(l+d,n,ln,+,(log ns)“‘7(XI)) 
for all x1 > 1, x2 2 1 
with x,x2 < e’ and all s 2 sO. Proceeding exactly on similar lines we obtain 
P(B)~(1-F”~(b,~x2))(l-F”~(b,,x2))(l+d,n,/n,+,(logn,)‘~.~“2’) (3.2) 
for all x2 > 1, x, 2 1 with x,x2 < ec and all s > sl. Hence, for all x1 > 1, x2 > 1 with 
x1x2 < ec and integers s and t such that s2 s s < t we have, 
P(E, n E,) < P( E,) . P(E,)( 1 + d,n,/n,+,(log nS)r~SCxl’) 
X (1 + d,n,/ n,+,(log n,) ‘nSCX2)) (3.3) 
We now show that, for all x> 1, X, 2 1, x22 1 with 1 <xlx,<e’, 
n,/n,+,(log n,)‘5(X)+0 as s+a. 
By (1.2), we have for Ed > 0 and all s 3 s3 and any integer u 3 1, 
n,7/n,+,(log nS)rnX(X) < d,u!/((s+ l)h -s”)” * s-h(FS+(‘ogx)‘c) 
- d,u!/h”. s u(h-l)~h(e5+(logx)/c) as s-+co, 
because (1 +Y)~ - 1 - hy as y + 0. Choose the integer u such that u > 
h(s, + (log x)/c)/(h - 1). This is possible because h > 1 which is a consequence of 
the condition 1 <x,x2 < ec. Hence n,/n,+,(log n,)‘m3’“‘+ 0 as s + cc for all x > 1 and 
x1 5 1, x2 > 1 with 1 < x,x2 < e’. We use this in (3.3) and conclude that for any e6 > 0 
there corresponds a positive integer s4 such that for all x, > 1, x2 > 1 with x1x2 < ec 
and all s 2 s4 we have, 
PC-% n 6) < Cl+ QJP(J%) . fY&). 
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This along with (3.1) implies 
lim+&f CC (P(-K n 5) - P(E)P(K)) (3.4) 
r=s<t=FI 
Since .Q is arbitrary (>O), by (3.1), (3.4) and Lemma 2.1 we have P(& i.o.) = 1 for 
all x, > 1, x,> 1 with x1x2< ec. Now let x, = 1 and 1 < xz < ec. We have observed 
that n,/ n, + 0 as s, t + CO. Using this fact and the observation that 1 - F”( b,) + 1 - l/e 
as n+co, we get, 
P(A)/(l-F”~(b,~x,))(l-F”~(b,,x,))+l as s,t+co. (3.5) 
Note also that n,/n,+,(log n,) rn,(x2) + 0 as s + cc because x2 > 1. Hence by (3.2) and 
(3.5) we conclude that for any E, > 0 there exists a positive integer s5 such that for 
all s 2 s5 (s < t) and all x2 with 1 < x2 < ec and x, = 1 we have, 
P(Es n E,) = P(A) . P(B) < (l+ c,)P(E,) . P(E,). 
By proceeding as in the case x, > 1, x2 > 1 with x1x2 < ec we get that P( Ek i.o.) = 1 
for all x2 such that 1 <x2 < ec and x1 = 1. The case x2 = 1 and 1 <x1 <e’ can be 
handled similarly. The proof of the lemma is complete. 
Lemma 3.3. For all x, 2 1, x2 2 1 with x1x2 s ec and E > 0 we have 
P(Y,,./b,>x,+c, Y,,,/b,>x,+~i.o.)=O. 
Proof. Define mk = [e”]. Note that for any x with x + E > 0, (x + &)br is monotoni- 
cally increasing in r. Hence, 
P( Yl,, > (x, + &)b,, Y2,, > (x2+ E)b, for infinitely many n) 
c P( Yr,mk+, > (XI + E)b,,, Y2,mk+, > (x2+ .s)b,, for infinitely many k). 
But, by Lemma 2.2, for all x, 2 1, and x2 2 1, 
P( YIP%+, >(xr+E)b,,, Yz,mi+,>(xz+c)bm,) 
- ( mk+,/ mk)*(log mk)r~~(x~+B)+‘~~(x~+E) as k + ~0. 
< d 8 k~(‘~C)‘og(X,+E)(X~+f)+~~ or Q > 0 and all k 2 k,. 
The last inequality follows from (1.2). Choose Ed such that O< ES< 
(l/c) log(x, + &)(x2+ e) - 1. This is possible since x1x2? ec. Now an application of 
the Borel-Cantelli lemma completes the proof. 
Let us now complete the proof of the theorem. By (1.1) and Lemma 3.3 it follows 
that the required limit set is contained in S. Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 imply that every 
point of the set S, = {(x,, x2): 1 G xi < ec, i = 1,2, 1 <x1x2 < e’} is a limit point. That 
S is the required limit set follows by continuity considerations. 
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Remark 3.1. Let Y,,, i = 1,2, . . . , p, be p (~2) independent copies of Y,,. Let E > 0 
be arbitrarily fixed. For all x, 3 1, x2 2 1,. . . , xp 2 1 with 1 < nf=, Xi < ec define a 
positive valued function h(x,, x2,. . . , x,) = h as follows: 
< h(x,, x2, . . . ) x,) < c I i log xi. *=I 
Let rrk = [exp kh]. By proceeding on similar lines one can show that under (a), the 
set of all almost sure limit points of ( Y,,,/ b,, i = 1,2, . . , p) is 
1 
P 
S(p)= (x,,x* ,..., x,):1GxiSec,i=1,2 ,..,, p, fl xiGec . 
i=l I 
Remark 3.2. By Theorem 3.1 it follows that the set of all almost sure limit points 
of Y,,/b, is the closed interval [l, e’] under (a). This can also be proved as follows: 
Let C,,(p) = pb,, and Z,, = Y,,/b, where p is real. Choose p, and p2 such that 
1 < p, < pz < ec. Then by (1.2) we have 
1 - F(b-4 
1 - F(b,+,A = 
(log n)r.(rz) 
(log( n + l))rvt+l(lLI) 
~ 0 
asn+oo 
because r,,(x)+ -(log x)/c as n+~ and p, <pz. This implies that C,,(pJ> 
Cn+l(pl) for all n 2 m and the result follows by Lemma 2.4. 
Theorem 3.2. Let Y,,n and Y2,, be two independent copies of Y,,. 7’hen under (b), the 
set of all almost sure limit points of (( Yi,n - b,)/c,, i = 1,2) is 
S*= (x,,x,):OGxiG1,i=1,2, i XiS1 
1 
. 
i=l I 
Proof. Let E > 0 be arbitrarily fixed. For all x, 2 0, x2 2 0 with 0 < x1 + x2 < 1, define 
a positive valued function h(x,, x2) = h by 
max(l,(x,+x2+~)-1)~h(x,,~2)<(~,+~2)-’. 
Let nk = [exp kh]. The rest of the proof is similar to that of Theorem 3.1. Use must 
be made of (1.3), (1.4) and lemma 2.3 in place of (l.l), (1.2) and Lemma 2.2 
respectively. 
Remark 3.3. When there are p (22) independent copies Yi,,, i = 1,2, . . . , p, the 
function h is chosen as follows: 
Let E > 0 be arbitrarily fixed. For all x,, x2, . . . , xp such that Xi 2 0, i = 1,2, . . . , p 
and O<CT=‘_, xi < 1 define a positive valued function h(x,, x2, . . . , x,) = h by 
max(1, (F +I:=‘=, xi)-‘) < h <(Lb, xi)-‘. Put nk = [exp kh]. Then under (b), the set 
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of all almost sure limit points of (( Y+ - b,)/ c,, i = 1,2, . . , p) is given by 
S*(p)= 
1 
(Xt,X2 ,..., X,):O~Xi~l,i=1,2 ,..., p, i XjGl . 
j=l I 
Remark 3.4. By Theorem 3.2 we conclude that the set of all almost sure limit points 
of (Y, - b,)/c, is the closed interval [0, 11. But this can also be proved by setting 
C,,(p)=pc,+b, andZ,=(Y,,-b,)/ c, in Lemma 2.4. The steps are similar to those 
given under Remark 3.2. 
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